February 12, 2018

Subject: Clarification on Quarterly Report Figures
Recall 15V415 (GM 15240)

Data obtained through IHS\(^1\) as of December 31, 2017 identified the following number of VINs as non-actionable relative to recall 15V415 (GM 15240). These totals were comprehended in the 2017 4\(^{th}\) quarter completion report as removed. These VINs remain open to this recall and these vehicles can still receive the recall remedy should they ever return to use.

- 8,074 VINs were identified as branded destroyed.\(^2\)
  - This count is reported on quarterly completion reports under ‘scrapped.’
- 7,204 VINs have not been registered for at least three continuous years.\(^3\)
  - This count is reported on quarterly completion reports under ‘other.’

---

\(^1\) IHS Automotive provides vehicle recall owner identification services to enable owner notification of product recalls.

\(^2\) A ‘branded’ title has indications by the DMV signifying the vehicle’s status. Examples of brands include, but are not limited to, junked, salvaged, lemon or rebuilt/reconstructed vehicles; flood, hail, or fire damaged vehicles; totaled vehicles; vehicles with odometers that have been rolled back or exceed mechanical limits; stolen or abandoned vehicles; and vehicles with liens or judgments against them.

\(^3\) Vehicles are only considered for this category if they are 2012 model year or older.